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    The Kingswood House Way 

Dear Parents 

It has been greatly rewarding to hear the glowing feedback from your meetings with 
form teachers throughout this week. The online platform for home learning continues to 
work effectively, and, throughout this experience, we are identifying means that we can 
carry forward in our procedures once a greater degree of normality resumes. 

Whilst we are now considering in earnest the potential for more pupils to return in some 
capacity before the summer, they are fortunate that such a robust system is already in 
place to safeguard their academic progress and provide social interaction with members 
of staff, and, of course, their peers. Naturally, there is no substitute for being in school – 
and any phased reintroduction at this point is not so much about academics, but mental 
health and well-being. It will be a lift for all of us to welcome more boys back on 
Monday, when Year 2 and Year 10 (on rotation) will join us on site. I should like to afford 
every KHS boy the opportunity to be in school, however fleetingly, before the holiday 
but realistically I must stress that this is more of an ambition rather than a statement of 
intent. The lack of clarity from the government is deeply unhelpful and decisions need to 
be made in keeping both with latest advice and approval from our insurers, which entail 
an immense amount of time and scrutiny. 

I do understand, especially as I am myself the parent of a child who has not been into 
school since March, the need for positive thinking and I can assure you that it is our 
intention to plan for a much more normal return in September, latest data and advice 
notwithstanding. In the meantime, any scope to reintroduce more boys to the school 
will be carefully balanced in terms of risk and reward. As ever, I thank you for your 
support - as well as my fantastic team for their hard work - and I shall keep you informed 
of developments as appropriate. 

Update on Co-Education 

Further to feedback from parents and staff as well as independent research conducted 
by an educational consultant, KHS governors will shortly vote on the prospect of the 
school becoming co-educational in the future, following which an announcement will be 
made by the Chairman of Governors. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

Duncan Murphy 

Headmaster  

Follow Mr Murphy  

@KHSprep  

Like us on  facebook         

Kingswood House 
Follow us on twitter 

@kingswoodhouse 



DIARY DATES JUNE 2020; week 2 

Monday 15  Divisional Heads’ Weekly Video Update 

Tuesday 16   

Wednesday 17 1415-1500 Online Lower Prep Forest School 

Thursday  18   

Friday 19  Headmaster’s Weekly Video Blog 

Please find below the calendar dates for next week and any current notices: 

HOUSE POINT TOTALS SO FAR THIS 

WEEK... 

This week’s house points have seen 

some big numbers! Everybody must 

have been working hard! 

Just 13 points lie between Welling-

ton and Marlborough, but Nelson 

top the charts with a huge 506 

points! Excellent work, everyone, 

keep going! Miss Smith  

Baby Lindley and Baby Celentano have arrived! 

We are delighted to announce that both our 

expectant KHS staff mums, Mrs Lindley and Mrs 

Celentano, are now cuddling their beautiful ba-

by girl and boy, respectively! Imogen Faith was 

born to Mr and Mrs Lindley on 3rd June, whilst 

Baby Celentano still awaits his name… We wish 

both families much happiness and not too many 

sleepless nights!  

Well done, Jack!  Featured on ITV this week... 

We would like to warmly commend Jack B in 9T for his 

composure and eloquence when he was interviewed as 

part of an ITV documentary series, Living With… hosted by 

Ross Kemp. Kemp has been investigating the debilitating 

condition of dementia, particularly early-onset, and spent 

some time with the family to find out more about it. Jack 

gave a fantastic account, in a very sensitive way, of life at 

home with his dad, older brother and mum. We were very 

proud to see one of our senior boys exemplify the KHS val-

ues of tolerance and empathy on national television.  

Well done, Jack. We all wish your family the best in such difficult circumstances. 



Global Citizenship—a note from Miss Black  

It is very important to think about how being a good citizen can have a wider impact on 

our planet. For the next two weeks (15/6/20 - 26/6/20) it is your turn to take part in the 

subject enrichment program with the theme of being a good ‘global citizen’. Make sure 

you ask permission from a parent before taking part in these activities. Below are a 

number of challenges to help you have a positive impact on the environment.  

Please send photos of your work to Miss Black and it may well appear here in the news-

letter… 

Have fun, be safe and be a good global citizen! 

 

Design a litter picking robot: You can use materials at home (with permission) to make a prototype of your robot. 

Things to consider:  

- How does it work? 

- What is it called? 

-What fuel does the robot need to run? – the less pollution the better! 

Design a recycling poster: How can you encourage others to recycle? 

Design/build a pollution free car or vehicle: How about considering a car that can move because of a magnetic 

field?? 

Recycling challenge: With permission from an adult at home turn a piece of recycling into something useful or 

fun! There are lots of things you can do with items that you would normally throw away... transform a cleaned, 

used bottle into a pen holder; turn a bottle into a plant pot; create an animal/character sculpture from your re-

cycling; design and make a bird feeder. 

Here are some useful links to project ideas and suggestions: 

 Make a bird feeder from a plastic bottle 

 Make a bird kebab: 
 Make a food chain mobile  

 Upcycling for nature  

 

COMMENDATIONS 

Tyrwitt Burn  William Baker (2) Jeremy Blachman George Dyson   Daniel Giles 

Dylan Newman  Henry Ruscoe  Jack Saville (2)   Jackson Worth  Jack Wrigley 

Lauti Yasnikouski Jack Guiney (2)  Theo Venzelaar-Pelly Barnaby Atkins  Mikey Sargious  

Tai Bobo   Christos Louka   Josh McCrossen  Noah Seager   Jonty Ward   

Arlo Saywell   Oliver Dimmock   Luis Lockhead (2)  Ryan Lockhead (2) Fraser Schmitt (2)  

George Harvey   Tommy Wood  Rory Slater  Hugo Hawksley  Frankie Wintle 

Torin Arumemi-Ikhide Cameron Edwards Ben Scudamore    Seb Phillips  Alex Wang  

Maye Bajah  Jamie Chatfield  Tristan Bush 

 

mailto:a.black@kingswoodhouse.org
https://www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-kids/games-and-activities/activities/make-a-recycled-bird-feeder/
https://www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-kids/games-and-activities/activities/make-a-bird-kebab/
https://www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-kids/games-and-activities/activities/make-a-food-chain-mobile/
https://www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-families/family-wild-challenge/activities/upcycling-for-nature/


   COMMENDATIONS & Mr Murphy’s  

 

Every Friday, whilst school is closed, Mr Murphy intends to make a video blog to share some of his thoughts with you regarding the 

past week or topical, news worthy items. He has asked staff to send him names of those boys that feel deserve a special mention in 

his ’dispatches’. You can read the detail below and see his blog: here 

 

LOWER PREP 

Year 1 & 2: 

Maye B (1H) for his super musical instrument made from junk; he achieved a Commendation too. 

Jamie C (2H) for playing the drums to his class online; he achieved a Commendation too. 

 

Year 3: 

Torin A-I (3M) for always being on time and enthusiastic for his lessons. 

Frankie W (3M) improving his art skills over the summer term. 

Luis L (3M) for going above expectations and designing two manuals for Citizenship; one for Teams and the other for a Theme park; 

also for completing all his French work to a high standard. 

Ryan L (3M) for making a ration book this week for his WW2 topic learning and for achieving high standards in his French work. 

Cameron E (3M) for his amazing Teams manual for Citizenship, even with a photo of him holding the manual with a thumbs up! 

Ben S (3M) for an amazing poster illustrating Teams and what it is all about—well understood. 

Fraser S (3M) for his working digitally and designing an olive tree for his garden which he did on Minecraft, also for his French work 

which has all been completed and to a high standard. 

Hugo H (3M) for creating a detailed manual on how to make a book; very informative and unique piece of work! 

Seb P (3M)for his amazing drawing of an armoured  caterpillar. 

 

Year 4: 

Nathan J (4S) for his new fund sewing skills; he did some machine sewing with adult supervision and then some hand 

sewing and has made a stuffed toy snowman and has named it ‘Snowy’. 

Fraser (4S) for working really hard on learning why food chains are so important and what would happen if something 

was removed from the food chain! He has also learnt the definitions of some technical scientific vocab.                                    

George P (4S) for planning a great biography on Gandhi! 

Lucas C (4S) for working independently when researching Gandhi for his biography. 

Barnaby A (4S) for super work on the computer creating a flow chart linked to our Science topic! 

Edward B (4L) for consistently working hard in maths. 

Harrison W (4L) for excellent batting skills in Mr Laudy's cricket challenge! 

Jamil H (4L) for his musical performances on the violin and piano during 4L form times, he received a Headmaster’s 

Award. 

 

https://youtu.be/8d9z7N7B2IE


 

Continued... 

UPPER PREP 

Year 5: 

Alex W (5S)  for being a hard working young man, not only does he put a lot of effort into his subjects he has also contributed to the 

subject enrichment program of being a good citizen at home. The cuttlefish bone that Alex has decorated makes a wonderful gift and 

he should be very proud of himself; online Endeavour Award. 

William B (5C) for showing his creative side in making a beautiful gift for his mum. It is clear that William thinks about others and has 

shown great endeavour; online Endeavour Award. 

Jack W (5C)  for enthusiasm and contribution shown in RS. 

Jack G (5S) for his hard work in French; a commendation received, also for his work on ‘life cycles’ in Science another commendation. 

Alex W (5S) for his hard work in French; a commendation received.  

Adam G (5S) for always putting his best into every piece of work; he also made some delicious ice cream at home for Citizenship; 

online Endeavour Award. 

Saul S (5S) for being super-organised with his work this week. 

Year 6: 

Arlo S (6F) for being very creative with his ideas for the citizenship subject enrichment, he has used coins to make a picture of his 

mum and dad under a rainbow! What a thoughtful gift, this definitely represents the Kingswood House Way values; online Endeav-

our Award. 

Joseph H (6F) for his consistency and passion in Art; he has also made great progress with his observational drawing—awarded a 

Commendation too.  

Dylan B (6C) for his cheerful, enthusiastic, hard-working nature and contributing his best in every lesson. A huge well done!  

Bailey P (6C) for his cheerful, enthusiastic, hard-working nature and contributing his best in every lesson. A huge well done!  

Emir O (6S) for hard work and effort in English. 

The whole of 6S maths group for being so patient throughout this settling in time back at school. After a rocky start on day one, they 

settled in well and have all delivered work of a good standard, regardless of whether they were at home, Mrs Forbes’s class or in Mrs 

Swift’s class. 

Year 7: 

Matthew M (7BL) for persevering and working hard to grasp Mathematical concepts they found difficult to start with.  

Mikey F (7BA) for persevering and working hard to grasp Mathematical concepts they found difficult to start with. 

Charlie L (7BL) for challenging himself by exploring new concepts after reviewing all the corrections he could make in his Fix Up 5 

James C for (7BL) consistently providing excellent note taking and showing resilience in his endeavour to secure his understanding of 

solving linear equations. 

James C (7BL) for continuing to work hard at home. He puts huge amounts of effort into his work and has taken part in the subject 

enrichment program. James has contributed to life at home and always seems willing to give a helping hand; online Endeavour 

Award. 

Ben Ho (7BL) for participation in the Chelsea Football Foundation course online. 

Gene E (7BL) for being extremely hard working and showing great endeavour and resilience this term.  

SENIORS 

Year 8: 

Antoni M (8L) for making a beautiful gift for his mum as part of the citizenship enrichment program and has been working extremely 

hard in his lessons. Antoni has shown resilience and effort, well done for all of your hard work; online Endeavour Award.  



 

Continued... 

SENIORS continued 

Year 8: 

James G (8L) for his outstanding work ethic. He has shown great perseverance over the last few weeks and produced some excep-

tional work, well done. 

Pete D (8L) for his outstanding work ethic. He has shown great perseverance over the last few weeks and produced some excep-

tional work, well done. 

Marcus G (8L) for consistently delivering Maths work of a very good standard.  

Theo VP (8L) for showing determination this week in challenging himself to become confident in the new tasks we worked at.  

Year 9: 

Jack B (9T) for achieving full marks when answering two GCSE History questions. A great effort for a pupil just starting the course 

and in Year 9. 

Ewan W (9T) for achieving full marks when answering two GCSE History questions. A great effort for a pupil just starting the course 

and in Year 9; and for his excellent work in Computer Science. 

Max M-N (9T) for his work on 'Macbeth' in English and for some excellent work in Computer Science.  

Danial I (9T) for excellent work in Computer Science. 

Eddie F (9H) for never giving up; always shows determination to improve his understanding, even if it involved multiple tries in his 

Hegarty maths work. 

Year 10: 

Jack L (10L) for willingly answering questions in Science and producing work to a very high standard. It is great to see him working 

so hard towards his GCSEs; also for his cheery morning greeting  at registration—it means a lot to Mrs Roets. 

Freddie H (10L) 10L for his cheerful greetings in the mornings. It sets me up to have a smile for the remainder of the day. 

Hasan J (10L) for putting in a lot of effort into his work; Science is always well presented and detailed. Keep up the good work. 

Theo B (10L) for his fantastic work ethic and attainment in his maths assignments, of late! 

Michael C (10L) for his improved effort in Maths and for ‘going the extra mile’ to seek clarification when he has been unsure, also 

for his excellent work on Algorithmic thinking in Computer Science. 

Seojun L (10L) for his excellent work on Algorithmic thinking in Computer Science. 

Alex H (10L) for his excellent work on Algorithmic thinking in Computer Science. 

Oliver P (10S) for his excellent work on Algorithmic thinking in Computer Science. 

James T (10S) for great discussion; he has completed all set tasks and is not afraid to ask for clarification. 

Eddie M (10S) for his part in discussion sessions; he has completed all the tasks set and will seek clarification if unsure of next steps. 

Online Endeavour Badges  

Miss Black has been so impressed with all the work that has been created in which it re-

veals examples of our boys showing good ‘Citizenship at Home’, that she has decided to 

award some online Endeavour badges! The following boys all receive a badge: 

Congratulations to  Antoni M (8L)    James C (7BL)  

   Arlo S (6F)    Alex W (5S)  

   Adam (5S)    William B (5C)  



Citizenship Continues… 

Miss Black is delighted to keep reading about, seeing and receiving examples of our KHS boys be-

ing good citizens at home;  William B (5C) has made this personalised gift for his mum. This is ex-

tremely thoughtful and William has shown he is very talented. Well done, William, your gift looks 

fantastic and you have shown you are a 'good citizen at home'!  

Arlo S (6F) decided to create a family portrait out of old 

coins he found lying around at home! It shows his mum 

and dad underneath a rainbow and certainly brought a 

smile. Good idea Arlo, very effective yet simple too. 

 

Joseph S (8T) decide to bake some rather lovely blueberry 

muffins to share with the family for his citizenship role. 

Great effort Joseph, we wish we were all in your house-

hold right now!! Another contender for the Great British 

Bake Off would be Archie S (7BA) with his giant sized, deli-

cious looking strawberry sponge—yummy; bet that did not 

last long! There was also Adam G (5S) vanilla ice cream 

made for all the family to share. 

 

 

Miss Black has 

been pleased to 

see a number of 

the Lower Prep 

boys being 

good ‘online’ 

citizens as well 

and thinking about digital etiquette and how to 

show a good example to others whilst using 

‘Teams’.  

There were a number of posters and guides creat-

ed for this very purpose which showed how re-

sponsible and such good citizens the boys were 

being whilst sat at their computers.   

Well done, boys, you are truly being excellent role models for 

each other and great citizens! Miss Black 



Creativity Corner! 

Mrs Maciejewska has enjoyed seeing all your creative efforts recently...here are some of them! From vehicles made out 

of found, recyclable objects, even outfits from boxes and packaging, to papier-mâché hot air balloons and animal mod-

els, and not forgetting veggie portraits and still life drawing! It has been a busy time for some. Thank you, boys.  



Year 2 News… 

Year 2 take part in ‘Show and Tell’ every day. This week we were treated to one of the best 

sessions ever as Ebrahim brought his baby cousin to the screen and held him really carefully. 

Each member of Year 2 asked Ebi questions about his cousin which Ebi answered fully. What a 

treat for Year 2, it was delightful to see their interaction! Mrs Henery 

Meanwhile, in a Galaxy Far, Far Away... 

...well in school to be truthful! Year 1 have been making super-

hero costumes with Miss Hylands!  

The boys really enjoyed the practi-

cal and creative session that blend-

ed dressing-up with art skills to 

make an outfit both practical—for 

a superhero—and fun, for the 

boys! Discussion about the NHS 

’super heros’ and being a good 

citizen also featured... Well done, 

everyone, the results look “out of 

this world” too!  

Mrs Henery & Miss Hylands 

 

New Skills on Show! 

Nathan J in 4S has been busy sewing this whilst at home; a new 

skill he has found time to explore and develop! He did some ma-

chine sewing with adult supervision, and then some hand sew-

ing and has made a stuffed toy snowman and has named it 

‘Snowy’. Very impressive—next stop, ‘The Great British Sewing 

Bee’?! Nathan receives a Headmaster’s Award for his endeav-

our. Miss Smith  

Year 8 Science Cuts to the Floral Middle of Things! 

Mr Barratt was very impressed to see Joseph S so focused and working hard on his 

flower dissection; carefully cutting up and labelling each part. Excellent Scientific skills 

and enquiry on show, albeit remotely—physical, practical work is the way forward!  

 Mr Barratt 

 



Dreaming of French Festivals…?! 

Last week, in Their French lesson, Year 5 were asked to research French festivals. France celebrate some festivals 

just as we do in England but it was lovely to see the boys discover those festivals which are unique to France. Alex W 

and Jack G from 5S produced excellent power points and here you can see just one slide from each. A lot of effort 

was undertaken by all boys in this task. Well done!  Madame Swift 

 A Multi-cultural Flavour in Year 4! 

Both our Year 4 classes had a wonderful time learning at home last week when their work took them into their kitch-

ens creating biscuits with a rangoli design as part of their RS study of Hinduism. Rangoli is a type of art that started in 

India; a rangoli design is made up of beautifully coloured patterns that are very detailed and symmetrical. Mrs Lam-

bert feels the evidence she saw of these biscuits looks amazing; sadly, they did not last very long, nor did she get to 

sample any of this great work! Great job, boys! Mrs Lambert 

Miss Smith has put together a collage of all the ’work’ 

evidence she had from her boys doing the task overleaf: 



Look at all this fabulous work in 4S inspired by  studying Rangoli patterns in their RS topic of 

Hinduism. So much fun, hands-on, practical learning here! Well done, boys. Miss Smith 



Online Forest School 

Although the temperature had dropped, these boys in Form 4S were not to 

be deterred in their online Forest School learning session and went out into 

their gardens nevertheless. This week’s task was to build a bug hotel using 

sticks and string to create a dense habitat.  

Judging these pictures 

here, Jay would have 

been very proud of the 

amazing end results and 

the learning that has 

taken place. 

To see the session, look 

here 

 

  

Year 1s Back in School, Back Studying! 

Our Year 1 boys have had a super week back on site, enjoying Mrs Henery’s 

company in the classroom and keeping socially distanced and remembering to 

wash their hands frequently. Alex F in 4S made them some posters for their 

classroom to remind them about it! Thank you Alex, that was a very thoughtful 

gesture. Here they also show us some French work they completed. 

 

 

 

A super-hero ted has come to join the boys and 

Mrs Henery on her board; he flew in from the 

hands of Fraser B in 4S! Super Fraser, he is a re-

ally cheerful character for all to see.  

 

https://youtu.be/-OKh1TziKcA


In order to help children and families during lockdown, J.K. 
Rowling is publishing her original story, The Ickabog, online for 
free! Set in an imaginary land, The Ickabog is a stand-alone 
fairy tale. A new instalment of the story will be revealed daily 
at 3pm, Monday to Friday, throughout the course of seven 
weeks.  
 
You can read the story online at www.theickabog.com/read-the-story/  

In addition, J. K. Rowling is inviting parents and guardians to submit their children’s The Ickabog illustra-
tions for a chance to be featured in the printed book!  

For more details see The Ickabog Illustration Competition 
 

 Some Good Advice…?! 

Hugo H in 3M recently sent in a 

piece of work to Mrs Marskell that 

comprised his tips and guidance for 

writing a book— 

just wondering if JK Rowling was 

privy to Hugo’s common sense dur-

ing her days as a fledgling writer 

waiting to get published, he does 

make it sound very easy indeed! 

We are particularly impressed with 

tip number 4 and 8!  Maybe all our 

budding authors in school, and out 

there at home, could follow Hugo’s 

excellent advice?! 

‘Shout Out’ Time!! 

One of the boys in Year 3, Torin, whose mum works at Brooklands Radio as a presenter, 

was able to give some air time to the boys with a ‘shout out’ and mention them all by 

name on her programme yesterday! The boys were all thrilled to hear themselves, and 

their school, name-checked for working so hard and getting on with all their home learn-

ing so well. Mrs Marskell, their class teacher, also had her 15 seconds worth of fame!! 

They had a song dedicated to them and it was quite apt, Tina Turner Simply The Best! A 

big ‘Thank You’ to Torin’s mum for making this happen, it was a real boost for the class.  

http://t.e.hachette-livre.fr/r/?id=h56de9c8d,62d2f003,62d2f006&
http://www.hachettechildrens.co.uk/theickabogcompetition


Quiz Club Opportunity 

 

We are delighted to offer all our students the opportunity 

to take part in Quiz Club during the month of June.  

 

Quiz Club usually runs as an inter-school competition that 

visits different schools and sees teams compete against 

each other in a ‘University Challenge’ general knowledge 

style quiz competition with a range of ages and mixed 

teams.  

Children can now take part at home, or from school, all online, either in a live session or play along with a pre-

recorded event.  

Miss Roets will be the point of contact for our school and believes it is a great way for the boys to broaden their 

knowledge, stay connected with their school community and beyond, and be part of an exciting event.  Quiz Club will 

be running 3 general knowledge quizzes per week and we have membership until the middle of July.  

You should have received a ParentMail with all the dates and login and setup information…please contact Miss Roets 

if you require any further assistance. The first quizzing opportunity will be available on Tuesday 16 June. 

Congratulations! 

A big well done and note of ‘Congratulations’ is due to Ben Holmes in 7BA 

who recently took part, and demonstrated great skill in, Chelsea Football 

Club’s Foundation Soccer School which was run online. Mr Hendry is look-

ing forward to the time when his improved skills can be seen in evidence 

out on the pitch once again… well done, Ben, keep up the good work and 

practise in your garden for now!  

Marching on in Year 5! 

 

Here is Alex in 5S all ready for 

battle! He was tasked with making 

a Roman soldier’s armour as part 

of his History learning and him and 

his mum had great fun using boxes 

to construct the overall shape and 

then spray painting them gold  for 

that authentic Roman look! A great 

result and very creative team work; 

can you spot the yoghurt pots and 

bubble wrap too alongside other 

found, recyclable materials? A 

great eco project too! 

mailto:i.roets@kingswoodhouse.org

